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We are living in the world as evolving Christs through a purifying personality. Vulcan, 

esoteric ruler of Virgo, is with us forging the Christed Way ahead.   

 

Throughout these days (weeks and months ahead) let us remember our purpose.  We are 

nurturing the Christ Spirit to be enlivened and operating through us – through all three 

vehicles of the personality.  

 

Let us now recall once again that “the Virgin Mother [is] providing that which is needed for the 

mental, emotional and physical expression of the hidden but ever present divinity [of the 

evolving Christ nature within].” (EA, 254) –  

  

The Soul-Infusing Personality increasingly reveals in visible expression the growing 

inner Christ through:  
 

~ Eve as purified mind, high thinking,  

~ Isis as purified emotion, higher feeling reflecting pure Love,   

~ Mary as purified form, goal-fit revealing the Christ nature walking the planes of Earth.   
 

Observe how Inner Divinity is influencing our thinking and feeling states, is growing the 

potency of Love and Love in action in service of the Plan, and is opening Doors.  The 

Observer is causative – the Observer grows that which it Observes.  

 

REFLECT: If you have done this exercise in the past year, “take a look” – bring to mind 

example(s) of Christ incarnate coming through you in fuller measure ~ 

 

Articulate what has been revealed – call to mind, making it more real.  

Where have you spoken truth to power or taken action out of Soul necessity?  How 

have you persisted in the face of adversity, falsity or considerable obstruction? Who 

or what have you nurtured to flower?  Consider how the Christ is taking over all 

three aspects of your personality (Eve, Isis, Mary) – through “high thinking”, and 

seeing clearly with no distortion; through Love entering the mind, fostering pure 

motives, high values and higher ideals that change a culture and become the norm; 

through high feeling that becomes a powerfully attractive force for pure Love, 

expressing as “love in action” for building a new world; through disciplined purity 

“rightly” forging a lighted Way ahead.   

 

‘Sanctified living’ is descriptive of all these things as the hidden becomes real and revealed.   
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AFFIRM: My life is increasingly revealing That which is secretly growing – the Divinity within – in 

ever fuller measure and power. 


